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About me

● A good STEM student: IMO silver medalist in Mathematics 1995, Honor in 
Computer Science, Best International Alumni, University of technology, 
Sydney, Certified Carnegie Mellon Instructor…

● 25 years in IT industry: Working globally in USA, EU, ASIA; Top 10 
companies in Vietnam; Taskforce member in Asia Pacific Data Analytics 
Skills standards; Chairman of Stevie award for new technologies; Certified 
Enterprise Architecture; International leader dialogue on technology like 
Sydney Dialogue, Worldbank, OECD …

● Successfully transform different organizations: Vietnam eGovernment; Top 
4 Bank in Vietnam; Vietnam iKnowledge Platform; Data-analytics for Covid 
fighting in Vietnam…

● Represent private sectors in Vietnamese Industry 4.0 policy taskforce: 
Editorial board of Vietnam Digital Economy report; Vietnam masterplan on 
Industry 4.0 …

● Working in Education since 2003: Leading ICT skills training institute in 
Vietnam; Masterplan for Vietnam National University in Hanoi, Initiate 
STEM Education in Vietnam since 2011

● Still good to work in: Digital transformation; Digital learning; AI & Big Data; 
Enterprise Architecture & Master planning; Instructional design

● Still believe: the best work I can do is helping the next generation to be 
better than me
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The Digital Disruption in 
Education
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Technology can bring many good things to us

• Inefficient ICT infrastructure and 
poorly resourced digital learning 
systems caused countries’ most 
significant disruptions to 
education and learning losses 
during the COVID-19 pandemic.

• Up to one-third of students 
worldwide could not access 
learning for over a year due to 
school closures.

https://www.digital-adoption.com/digital-transformation-in-education/
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But … technology has introduced many new challenges to us
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We enter even 
more disruptive 
technology era 
with AI, 
Quantum …
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While digital transformation
is a must

Doing it right is mostly important
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And now with AI breakthrough, technology can
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Technology in education: a case study on the Philippines
Internet Access 72.2% of junior high schools have internet 

access (DepEd, 2022)

67.3% of senior high schools have internet 
access (DepEd, 2022)

Device 
Availability

Ratio of computers to learners: 1:19 in elementary schools

1:9 in junior high schools

1:3 in senior high schools (DepEd, 2022)

Use of Online 
Learning 
Platforms

90% of teachers surveyed used DepEd 
Commons in the past semester (USAID, 2022)

Key Challenges Only 1.8% of 47,421 public schools have free 
public Wi-Fi (Philippine News Agency, 2022)
1,635 schools still lack electricity access, 
affecting 380,529 students (Cabico, 2022)
Lack of devices and reliable connectivity for all 
students
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Technology in Philippine Education: A Complex Integration
Technology integration in the Philippines faces challenges due to pre-existing educational issues.

Goal: Utilize technology to provide effective educational solutions and improve quality of life.

Hurdles include high costs and the need for substantial investment in ICT.

Well-planned legislation is crucial for building a robust ICT infrastructure.

Current gaps in infrastructure are being bridged by non-governmental initiatives.

These initiatives provide valuable insights for government agencies to enhance EdTech adoption.

• Legislators and government officials
• Development organizations and NGOs
• Local government units
• Department of Education (DepEd)
• EdTech

Key players essential for successful EdTech integration:

Collaboration among stakeholders is key to enabling successful use of EdTech.
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UNESCO: Technology in Education: A tool on whose terms? – 2023 report

Digital technology has drastically changed education, yet its 
transformative impact remains a topic of debate.

Usage of digital tools in education is inconsistent, influenced by:

• Local community resources.
• Teacher readiness and attitude.
• Educational levels.
• National economic status.

Advanced countries see more classroom integration of technology 
compared to less developed regions.

Mixed evidence on educational tech impact; costs likely 
underestimated.

Disadvantaged communities often lack access to educational 
technology benefits.
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Calling for decisions about technology in education to prioritize learner needs

Promotes tech regulation in education to serve learner needs, focusing on:
• Appropriateness.
• Equitability.
• Evidence-based implementation.
• Sustainable practices.

Policy makers advised to:
• Evaluate tech's fit for their context and learning objectives.
• Consider marginalized groups in tech adoption.
• Demand evidence of tech's educational impact.
• Understand comprehensive costs.
• Ensure alignment with sustainable development visions.

Emphasizes a balanced approach to digital learning, advocating for:
• Coexistence with and without technology.
• Prioritizing human interaction in learning over digital tools.
• Viewing technology as a complement, not a replacement, for traditional teaching methods.

#TechOnOurTerms campaign
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Digital Transform Learning 
Smartly for Better 

Learning Outcomes
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1. Students are consuming and not creating
• Less interest & competent at STEM
• Less Social Collaborative
• Less Creative

2. Traditional learning not engaging students
3. Current Learning tools and contents do not fit

The coming problem to our 
students

We need learning environment aims to help 
students move from Stage 3 to Stage 4,5
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Pythaverse Digital Twin and Co-Creation learning framework with Global Competencies, STREAM and AI
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Competencies – driven contents
Responsible Citizen Competencies, Promote Human 

values in Technology Era

•Ethics - Human values:
•Digital Citizenship
•Intellectual property
•Sustainability

•Creative and Critical Thinking:
•Innovation and Design Thinking
•Systems Thinking

•Soft Skills:
•Adaptability and Flexibility
•Collaboration
•Communication
•Critical Thinking

•Collaboration and Teamwork:
•Interpersonal Skills
•Conflict Resolution

•Lifelong Learning Mindset:
•Curiosity and Inquisitiveness
•Self-directed Learning

•Global and Cultural Awareness:
•Cultural Competency
•Global Mindset

•Leadership and Social Influence:
•Leadership
•Social Influence

Digital Twin STEM Competencies:
Foundational and future technology readiness 

•Technical Proficiency:
•Applied Mathematics and Science
•Engineering Design
•System Integration

•Foundational Technological Literacy:
•Computational Thinking
•Digital Literacy
•Data Literacy

•Core Technological Skills:
•Coding and Programming
•Data Analysis
•Cybersecurity Fundamentals

•Analytical Skills:
•Problem-Solving
•Critical Thinking
•Data Analysis
•Analytical Reasoning
•Abstract Reasonings.

•. Practical and Technical Skills:
•Technical Tools Proficiency
•Project Management
•Quality Assurance

•Research Skills:
•Scientific Inquiry
•Experimental Design

•Emerging Technologies:
•Artificial Intelligence and Machine Learning
•Internet of Things (IoT)
•Robotics
•Blockchain
•Quantum computing

Co-Creation Competencies:
Driving machine and AI for creativity

•Design Thinking:
•Complex problem solving
•User-centered design

•AI driving:
•Prompt Engineering:
•Innovative Application
•Understanding AI Algorithms

•Interdisciplinary Knowledge:
•Cross-disciplinary Skills

•Emotional Intelligence:
•Empathy ( For others and for yourself)
•Emotional Regulation

•Ethical Judgment and Complexity Handling:
•Ethical Reasoning
•Managing Complexity

•Rational agency:
•Self-confidence, self-efficacy, self-actualization, self-

reflection.
•Resilience and Resolve:

•Resilience
•Resolve
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The problem with School digital transformation framework 
out there

1. Too complicated
2. Vendors-driven
3. Technology-driven
4. Too much on administration 

too little on learning
5. Mimic Enterprise digital 

transformation framework 
and not suitable for Schools

6. Require impossible school 
resources to deploy

7. Too expensive
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School digital transformation pillars

Teacher:

Valuable 
time for a 
valuable 

works

Culture:

From 
compliance 
to also data 

driven 
governance

Technology 
usage:

Learners 
outcome-

driven

Leadership:

Strong and 
innovative 

– Most 
important 

factor
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People – Technology – Process
• The old way: 

• People à Process à Technology à People

The new way: 
People àTechnologyà Process à People

• Leadership envision Technology-empowered 
operation

• People co-create with technology via Data-driven 
culture to improve Process

• Technology redefine new virtual-physical ( digital 
twin) process

• Process to be more users-centric and empower 
users to be better
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PATH
Why (Drivers):

Identify the internal and external factors 
motivating the adoption of transformation project

Who (Use Case/ Business Case):
Determine the stakeholders who will benefit, such as students, teachers, and administrators.

Where (Digital Maturity Level):
Assess the current state of your organization's readiness for digital transformation.

What (Process Area):
Choose the specific area for transformation: Core processes like teaching and learning, or supporting processes 
like administration.

When (Implementation Plan):
Develop a timeline focusing on engaging champions and early adopters within the organization.

How (Execution Strategy):
• Employ proper project management practices, assemble the right team starting with a champion, and 

collaborate with trusted partners for implementation.

Team

Data

Pythaverse Agile Transformation for Higher learning outcomes
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Framework details
Layers Description Steps to Do Best Practices Examples

Why (Drivers)
Establish the motivation for digital 
transformation to improve 
learning outcomes.

Identify key goals and challenges. Start with a clear vision, 
involve stakeholders.

Schools adopting tech to 
improve engagement.

Who (Use Case)
Stakeholders like students, 
teachers, and administrators who 
will benefit.

Define target users and their 
needs.

Tailor solutions to stakeholder 
needs.

Teachers using analytics to 
personalize learning.

Where (Maturity 
Level) Assess current digital readiness. Conduct an initial assessment of 

digital capabilities.
Use a standardized 
assessment tool.

Schools evaluating their 
existing digital infrastructure 
to see what applications can 
be implemented, what need 
extra infrastructure 
investment

What (Process Area) Select core or supporting 
processes for transformation.

Pick key areas that will have the 
most impact.

Focus on areas with quick 
wins to demonstrate value.

Updating teaching methods to 
include digital resources.

When (Plan) Develop a timeline and strategy. Set short-term and long-term 
milestones.

Get buy-in from early 
adopters to build momentum.

Implementing a pilot program 
with a select group of 
teachers.

How (Execution) Outline the approach to manage 
the transformation.

Establish a project management 
office, identify a champion, select 
a trusted partner.

Regularly review progress, 
adapt as needed.

School forming a digital 
transformation team led by a 
tech-savvy teacher.
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Pythaverse: an effective 
solution
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Pythaverse comprehensive solution for digital learning

CO-CREATE 

DIGITAL TWIN PLATFORM 

PATH

SchoolPe
da

go
gy Process

Technology
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AI-Powered Learning MetaverseDigital Twin Technology

Comprehensive EcosystemGlobal & STEM Competencies

Why Pythaverse Stands Out

• Unique digital twin STEM robotics toolkit, 
1 student 1 robot learning anytime 
anywhere.

• Immersive 3D metaverse simulating real 
world application.

• Real-time data for virtual scenarios

• Smart engagement
• Personalized tutoring
• Ethical compliance
• Managed education Metaverse

• Curriculum aligned with global standards
• SDG centered
• Learning by doing STEM

• From toolkit, content to management, we 
cover it all

• Hundreds of courses and learning 
activities

• Partner created contents

A revolutionary approach to modern education.
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A Comprehensive Ecosystem for Modern Education

Pythaverse: The Future of Cyber-Physical Learning
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https://youtu.be/O5lApKyu5Rw

https://youtu.be/O5lApKyu5Rw
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Case study of 
schools in the 
Philippines
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1. 39% agree the course improve their technology and digital 
skill in the future job, 43% voted moderate level

2. 42% believe that the course will improve problem solving 
and critical thinking skills, 41% voted moderate level

3. 17% think that after the course, students themselves will be 
more confident in approaching robotics and AI at good level, 
48% at moderate level

4. 28% believe after the course, they have high motivation to 
study technology course in the future,  42% have moderated 
motivation

St. Paul College Pasig SWRP 
case study
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New Robotics learning environment enable data-driven 
transformation of classroom for learners’ outcome

Agile deployment Data-driven monitoring Outcomes-driven
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• 52% agree the course improve their technology and digital 
skill in their future jobs.

• 51% believe that the course will improve problem solving 
and critical thinking skills. 

• 81% think that after the course, students themselves will be 
more confident in approaching robotics and AI.

• 85% believe after the course, they have high motivation to 
study technology course in the future.

SAN BEDA College Alabang 
SWRP case study
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Agile deployment Data-driven monitoring Outcomes-driven

New Robotics learning environment enable data-driven 
transformation of classroom for learners’ outcome
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People:
Digital transformation 
via learning by doing 

method and data-
driven approach; 

learner-first content

Technology:

Digital Twin & AI 
platform, bring the 

future into classroom 
now

Process:
Learning framework for 

Responsible Citizen, 
Digital Twin 

technologies and Co-
creation competencies

Decisive leader

Willing Teachers

Transform the classroom

Resolve technical difficulties

Clear learning goals

Appropriate outcomes 
selection

Lesson learned: Leadership – Teacher's willingness 
– Agile deployment – Outcome driven
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Take-aways

1. Learner’s outcome is (the most) important driver for digital 
transformation

2. Use PATH to jump start the digital transformation 
3. Leadership – Teacher's willingness – Agile deployment –

Outcome driven
4. DATA, DATA, DATA DRIVEN

A right partner can bring affordable cutting edge learning technologies to your 
classroom, successfully deliver desired learner outcomes
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VISION: Pythaverse is the leading in cyber physical learning platform that 
is open, accessible, learner first design to realize Global & STEM 
competences success for students across the world by enabling them as 
the next-gen technology-empowered creators

PYTHAVERSE = an area of activity and interest of persuading
PYTHAVERSE = To educate about believing in something through reasoning or argument.

Core competencies:

1. Global competence, STEM driven learning content
2. SDG centered, accessible, learner first product design
3. Open, digital twin enabled platform
4. Leading S.E.A., US and Global education partner network
5. Agile, responsible, learning organization culture

Pythaverse PTE Ltd Highly confidential


